The combination of optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy (ORPAM) and optical coherence tomography (OCT) is capable of providing complementary imaging contrasts. Unfortunately, the miniaturization of ORPAM remains a major challenge in the development of a handheld dual-modality imaging microscope with OCT. Here, we report the design and evaluation of an integrated ORPAM and OCT imaging probe using a twodimensional MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical-system)-based optical scanner. This microscope, weighting 35.4 g, has an ultracompact size of 65×30×18 mm 3 , and an effective imaging area of 2×2 mm 2 . The experimental lateral resolutions are 3.7 μm (ORPAM) and 5.6 μm (OCT), and the axial resolutions are measured as 120 μm (ORPAM) and 7.3 μm (OCT). Besides phantom and animal experiments, we carried out oral imaging of a healthy volunteer to show the clinical feasibility of this technique.
Introduction
The use of multi-modality imaging has become a trend in both biomedical and clinical research. Benefiting from unique contrast mechanisms of different imaging techniques, it is feasible to derive complementary information by using multi-modality strategy [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Photoacoustic imaging (PAI), owning rich optical contrast and high acoustic resolution, is a hybrid noninvasive imaging technique based on the optical absorption [5] [6] [7] . Optical resolution photoacoustic microscopy (ORPAM) is one of the rapidest evolving photoacoustic imaging techniques, featuring rich contrast, high spatial resolution, fast, and depth-revolved capability without axial scanning [8] [9] [10] [11] . It has been successfully applied in biology, chemistry, material and medicine owning to the capability of deriving optical-absorptionassociated functional parameters [12] [13] [14] . However, limited by the principle of photoacoustic effect, it is not sensitive to optical scattering which is tightly associated with biological structures. Different from ORPAM, the imaging contrast of spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) depends on the variance of tissue refractive indices [15] [16] [17] [18] . Hence, integrating ORPAM and OCT is capable of visualizing both functional and structural features of biological tissues such as skin, retina, and oral cavity [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Zhang et al reported an integrated photoacoustic and optical coherence tomography system for in vivo human skin imaging based on all optical detection [19] . Song et al shown a multi-modality system integrating photoacoustic ophthalmoscopy, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy, optical coherence tomography and fluorescein angiography for retinal imaging [20] . Zhang et al demonstrated an ORPAM-OCT system using a single visible light source for both ORPAM and OCT imaging [21] . Our group developed a portable system integrating ORPAM and OCT capable of in vivo imaging of human lip [22] . Li et al proposed a hybrid scanning mechanism to achieve high-speed dual-modality ORPAM and OCT imaging [23] . Although all the reported results are encouraging, it is still challenging to develop a handheld ORPAM and OCT imaging probe due to the size of current optical/mechanical scanners. In this study, we develop a handheld microscope combining ORPAM and SD-OCT by using a twodimensional (2D) MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical-system) mirror, which shows potential fundamental and clinical applications based on animal and human experiments. Figure 1 (a), 1(b), and 1(c) show the layout of the system, the volumetric rendering of the handheld probe, and the photograph of an assembled probe, respectively. In ORPAM, 532nm laser pulses with a duration of 8ns emanating from a high repetition-rate (10KHz) laser (FQS-200-1-Y-532, Elforlight) are coupled to a single mode fiber (460HP, Nufern) by an objective (GCO-2112, Daheng Optics) after passing through a spatial optical filter. The light is collimated using an adjustable fiber collimator (CFC-8X-A, Thorlabs Inc.), reflected by a coated prism and a customized cold mirror, and focused by a doublet lens (GCL-010601, 0.1NA, Daheng Optics). The focused beam is reflected via another prism and scanned by a MEMS mirror (WM-LS_5, WiO Tech), which has a 2mm mirror plate. The laser beam passes through two cover glasses (CG), a water cube and a sealing membrane (SM) to illuminate the sample. The induced photoacoustic signals are reflected by the cover glass tilted with an angle of 45° in the water cube and captured using a flat ultrasonic transducer (XMS-310-B, Olympus), which has a center frequency of 10MHz, −6dB bandwidth of 60% and a 2mm active area. The captured signals are amplified by a homemade 62dB amplifier and digitized using a data acquisition card (PCI-5122, National Instruments) at a sampling rate of 100MS/s.
Methods

System configurations
The OCT unit employs a superluminescent diode (SLD-371, SUPERLUM) with a center wavelength of 839.8nm and a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of 51.8nm. The light is coupled to a 2 × 2 fiber coupler (TW850R5A2, Thorlabs Inc.) after passing through the isolator. Light beam in reference arm is collimated by a collimator (F260APC-780, Thorlabs Inc.), focused by a convex lens (GCL-010605, Daheng Optics) and finally reflected by a refection mirror. In the sample arm, the light is collimated by an adjustable collimator (CFC-8X-B, Thorlabs Inc.) to compensate the optical chromatic dispersion. The adjusted sample beam passes through the cold mirror and is merged with the ORPAM light path. Two fiber-based polarization controllers (FPC023, Thorlabs Inc.) are added into both reference and sample arms to adjust the light polarization. The reflected interference light signals are detected by a homemade spectrometer consisting of a doublet collimator (F810APC-780, Thorlabs Inc.), a 1200-line grating, a doublet lens with a focal length of 30 mm (GCL-010604, Daheng Optics), a line scan camera (spl4096-140km, Basler) with an exposure time of 60μs, and a high-speed frame grabber board (PCIe-1427, National Instruments). For each ORPAM-OCT experiment, we collected 500 A-lines to form a B-scan and 500 B-scans to reconstruct a 3D image. As shown in Fig. 1(d) , the output synchronization signal generated by the pulsed laser is used to trigger the data acquisition card (PCI-5122) of ORPAM that generates a start trigger signal to synchronize the multifunctional data acquisition card (PCI-6733, National Instruments). The multifunctional data acquisition card outputs four triangle waveforms ranged from 1V to 5V to drive the MEMS mirror and one square wave sequence to synchronize the frame grabber card (PCIe-1427) of OCT.
Phantom preparation
We imaged the sharp edge of a surgical blade to evaluate the spatial resolutions and a carbon fiber phantom consisting of numerous carbon fibers on the top surface. The blade and the carbon fibers were embedded in a tissue mimicking background phantom with a given optical absorption coefficient of 0.01mm −1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of 1.0mm −1 by mixing agarose, intralipid, and India ink.
Animal preparation
Mice were freely laid down on a heating pad which was used to maintain the body temperature at 37°C after anaesthetizing with chloral hydrate (50mg/kg) by intraperitoneal injection. The hairs of mouse ears were gently removed. All the procedures have been approved by Southern University of Science and Technology.
Human experiments
We imaged the oral cavity of a male volunteer. The volunteer wore a protection glass to avoid the potential damage of laser beams to the eyes during the experiments. He sat on a chair and the technician held the probe and adjusted it in order to align the imaging window with the selected region inside the oral cavity. After the experiments, the dentist inspected the imaged region for three days and no obvious damage was observed. We have obtained the written consent form from the volunteer before the experiment.
Laser safety
For ORPAM, considering that the size of the optical focus is 3.7μm and the measured photon energy after the focusing lens is ~80nJ, the excitation photon energy is calculated as ~700mJ/cm 2 at the optical focus in air. When we designed the probe, the imaging plane was adjusted to be ~0.25mm beneath the tissue surface. Therefore, the photon density on the tissue surface is calculated as ~3.5mJ/cm 2 which is much lower than the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) safety limit of 22mJ/cm 2 at 532 nm. For OCT, the incident laser power on the tissue surface is 4mW, which is below the optical damage threshold of skin imaging at 850nm [25] . We collected 1000 depth-resolved ORPAM and OCT signals (A-scans) of the sharp edge. As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) , the raw signals were normalized (blue dots) and fitted (black lines) to derive the edge spread functions (ESFs) of the system. We derived the line spread functions (LSFs, red dashed lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) ) from ESFs for both ORPAM and OCT to estimate the lateral resolutions. The full width at half maxima (FWHM) of each LSF was calculated as the lateral resolution. The lateral resolutions of ORPAM and OCT are measured as 3.7μm and 5.6μm, respectively. Compared with the theoretical values of 3.25μm and 5.06μm, both resolutions deteriorate because of the curvature of the MEMS mirror plate (~5 m in radius) and the mismatches of the reflective indices in the light path. It is feasible to partially compensate the dispersion using a numerical dispersion compensation technique [24] . Figure 2 (c) presents the Gaussian-fitted profile (red dotted lines in Fig. 2(c) ) of a Hilberttransformed A-line signal of ORPAM (blue dots in Fig. 2(c) ). The axial resolution of ORPAM is estimated to be 120μm through calculating the FWHM of the fitted A-line. Considering that the axial resolution of ORPAM is positively proportional to the center frequency and bandwidth of the transducer, it is feasible to improve the axial resolution by using a high frequency transducer with a broader bandwidth. For OCT, a mirror surface serves as a perfect reflector to evaluate the axial resolution. Figure 2(d) shows the Gaussianfitted profile (PSF, red dotted lines in Fig. 2(d) ) of an OCT A-line signal (blue dots in Fig.  2(d) ). The axial resolution is measured as 7.3μm which is slightly worse than the theoretical value of 5.9μm. The measured sensitivity of OCT is 96 dB. We conducted dual-modality imaging of the carbon fiber phantom and mouse ears to further evaluate the performance of the handheld probe. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) present the ORPAM maximum amplitude projection (MAP) image and OCT 3-D rendering image of the carbon fiber phantom. We imaged the same region of 2 × 2 mm 2 in the phantom. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . The animal results suggest that ORPAM is capable of visualizing large, medium, small and even cellular-level blood vessels in a mouse ear. As the complementary information, OCT is able to distinguish volumetric structures of the mouse ear including epidermis, dermis and cartilage (Fig. 4(d) ). The signals in the region indicated by the white arrow (Fig. 4(b) ) are saturated due to the strong reflection of the sealing plastic membrane. Although both ORPAM and OCT have the depth-solving capability, the axial resolution of ORPAM is much worse than that of OCT. Previously, we have reported the use of a portable ORPAM/ORPAM-OCT for human oral imaging [10, 22] . However, limited by the bulky size, it is only feasible to carry out imaging of certain areas in the human oral cavity. Furthermore, it is hard to hold the probe for a long time. By using a new MEMS-based optical scanner, we have achieved dual-modality handheld probe, which is more suitable for human oral imaging. In clinic, the changes in both microvasculature and tissue structures are tightly associated with human diseases such as oral cancer [26] [27] [28] , ulcer [29] , hemorrhagic shock [30] , and cardiac disease [31] . For example, the capillary loops, which connects the venule and arteriole and supplies the oxygen and nutrition exchanges between the red blood cells and other tissue cells, will bend and twist at the early stage of oral cancer [26, 27] . The proposed dual-modality imaging technique is not only able to capture the capillary loops, but also capable of visualizing the morphological features of the tissue, which demonstrate its clinical translational feasibility. 
Results and discussion
Conclusion
Most of current ORPAM-OCT systems suffer from bulky size. With the use of a miniaturized flat ultrasonic transducer and a 2D MEMS scanner, we propose a dual-modality handheld microscope integrating ORPAM and OCT. We carried out phantom and animals experiments to evaluate the system and successfully applied the probe to inspect the human oral cavity. It is possible to do further improvement of the imaging probe, making it accessible to more clinical applications. First, some functional parameters such as blood oxygenation, oxygen saturation can be derived by using a tunable ORPAM laser source to achieve multiwavelength illumination, and the blood velocity can be acquired using the Doppler OCT technique. Second, to cover the entire oral cavity even the alimentary canal, further miniaturization is still necessary. Finally, the imaging speed can be accelerated by using a higher repetition rate laser source and a faster scanner to avoid motion artifacts.
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